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Cal State Manhunt Begins
Sexual Assault: Student
raped in between Visual
Arts and the Child Center
By Mathew Taylor and
Omar Zubair

The suspect is described as a medium skinned male, with mus
tache, dark or brown hair color in a crew cut style, approximately
5'0" tall, muscular and about 250 pounds. He was wearing a black
nylon jacket and pants and white running shoes

Taking a walk around campus after
daik islike stepping into an old thriller.
The dim yellow lights stmn the
darkness rather than take its place, and
there are times that only a chorus of
coyote cries breaks the surrounding
silence. Though these details seem to
ring the bellsof Halloween, fca-many
they^aise some intensely serious
safety questions for CSUSB students
to ponder.
On Thursday, October 3, the kqjse
of safety that occunedwill forever be
on the mind of one female student
The student who will remain nameless
was thrown to the ground and raped
as she walked from the Physical
Science budding toher car in aparidng
lot near the Administration building
at around 8 p.m.
Police chief Steve Nowicki places
the student in the highest regard ashe
refCTS to hCT as a"survivor" rather than
a victim. When asked what measures
have been taken to increase protection
Chief Nowicki could only name the
mandate of two officers on campus
instead of one. Isthis enough toensure
safety, though?
One week after the incident, awalk
around campus at 10 p.m. was tried
to test the sense of security. Though it

studentihnd while trying to takd
dhe gdldehcfdsshtd^
other, he hit the student in the
pf Less than a week after the % head with a chrome automatic
•pistol and then held it to his j
Ipe^A
las made to the sense of neck. v-ibJ; i- --I:-"::.,-;:-; ^
^ "^
walked
|o|ection. On Wednesday,
|b|dber 9, at approximately away toward; thh ; Afriehn
bifArb-rn- two male students American male, the; alleged
|efbiLrobbied!^aL gunpoint in; second accompUce,= whWwl®
parking lot" D" row 22.
waiting a row or two oyer.;? ii|
Tfie assailants, a 5':6";:; ISO ,;" TTliis' crime,' as/well abdhe
ibund Hispanic male with; b: sexual assault,; took place
ihaved head and a 69 tattooed "'poorly Jit,areas of-CStJSB -^1|
inder his right ear, he Wore dark parMng lothgh ts of the canip&'i
ienim jeans and a light gray are usually turned off at JO p.M.=S
iulldver baseball type jacket, in order to conserve energy.
the second suspect is described
"The campus pOUce haVil
IS ah African American male increased patrols oacampus vrithf
vearing a denim jacket and pants, additional Officers and pafkingl
officers." smd ;Public Safety Chief
|
ie also wore a beanie. :
The Hispanic male asked the \Steve Nowicki. If you have any
|
WO jStudents if they; had a questlohs ; or . ; infofmationi
igarette, and when they replied ; regarding this incident contactthef
o. he asked for their money. Tlie

ByMathew Taylor
News Editor

was a f)eaceful night and the dim
yellow lights might add a romantic
feel as one walks, they were more
than insufficient for protection
purposes. The only lights on campus
that give adequate visibility are the
white lights beside the new University
Apartments. Another frightening
observation is that within an hour only
one police officer was seen, and that
OTe sighting wasnear the most lighted
part of campus, the new apartments.
To get a better undastanding of the
additional safety measures on
campus, the Office of Parking
savior was contacted. Although the
office was concerned^ut the events
that happened on campus, the office
supervisOT Caiisa Barnes said, 'XDur
main priority is like our motto
says...to maintain a safe and
irosentablepiarkinglot." Barnes did
not know much about the extra
measures but she continued to say
that, " Parking services is here to
make surethat they [the {parking lots]
are safe, and that there are no cars in
parking lanes." When Patricia
Casillas,
Parking
Services
CocHdinator, was consulted she had
this to say, "We're not trained as
police officers or security, but we are
in a sense [security] because wepatrol
the campus." Casillas was making
it very clear that the officers they have
wcMking arenot sworn in law officers
and that many of them fear for their
own safety, because "their only
weapon is a can of pepper spray and

Campus Candids Campus Candids

their radios", said Casillas. Officers
from Parking Services take the rape
personally because the location of the
incident is one of their final sites they
check before going home.
Finally, Barnes stated that the
parking lots should begin being lit all
night but when Facilities Services was
contacted for a confirmation and mcro
questions about thelighting situation,
no one was available and the
Chronicle staff was told to "Call back
Monday."
W, h
at can be done to'
.
inrrcase protection f o v
students at night? ThI

VIA'.

iiiiffstiobvious: solutionds't
>^d funding for b6th;;;rn|t
^effective outdoor lights an
police. security;'ff|ief
1s0::;:Ste'ps ih aff;|JI
^llfiduals.'on:cainpus caiil
taicefOneis using the efCpi
provided by
|i|eiyJv:whTCh-: camr b
pached. 'by'; either dlpff",
5r65 or by
)icking up the receiver of
red • emergency phone
another is taking i U
^-'ggie ssi on'-> ; • D.efefrfi
^RviAjD.) course taught by,
pnipus ''.'security:.
inforinalion on joinftii^Fi
:lass. call Sergeant Shtpib|
jwis at extension 7592.; .
:
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Making Sense of the Madness
By Mathew Taylor
News Editor
Cal State University San
Bernardino, as a response to the
terrorist attacks, will be hosting a
forum so that the campus can
"make sense of the madness."
With the many different events
occurring, such as the biochemical
hazards here in the United States
and the response of the military to
war, there is a feeling of
uneasiness.
For a better
understanding
into
the
ramifications of the attacks and the
United States' retaliation, CSUSB
will be addressing the domestic

and international issues involving
national security.
The two forums titled
"Making sense of the Madness"
will be happening Wednesday,
Oct 17 and also Wednesday Oct.
24. The forum will feature
university experts speaking on
those various issues with a
question and answer period from
the audience.
No one has all the answers
to the questions people asked after
the tragedies of Sept. 11. But here
at the university, it's our hope that
the forums will bring an
awareness
and
better
understanding of the situation,"

said university President Albert
Karnig. "We offer these forums to
promote understanding. The free
exchange of ideas will help fight
ignorance, prejudice, and hatred.
That's the highest and best role of
education."
Dr. Karnig will make an
opening statement at both of the
forums, which will be moderated
by CSUSB Professor Michael
LeMay. The forums will be from President Karnig and Vice-President Rincon prepare to cut the ribbon
4 to 6 p.m. and the public is
invited and encouraged to
participate in the meaningful
discussion. The forums will be
held in the Events Center and are
free of charge.

Coyote Pictorial:

CSSB Books: Wheais does your dollar go?
By Omar Zubair
Staff writer
What is the one moment in
college that is worse than any inclass-essay exam?Exactly. It is that
minute right after you plop your
books for the new quarter down on
the counter and right before you
reach for your soon-to-be-a-lotthinner wallet. In fact, freshman
Kevin Blake was shocked but still
sticks to his philosophy that "we
already pay for class. Why should
we have to pay for books, too?"
Why are you paying so much, and
who gets to claim all that cold hard
cash after you part with it?
Contrary to popular belief, the
campus bookstore does not have a
secret swimming pool in the back
filled with cash. According to Kim
Ball, bookstore director, the average
new book does get a 25 percent price
increase from its original retail tag,

but most of that money does not go
into profits for the bookstore.
From data collected by the
National Association of College
Stores, one can see almost exactly
how much of each dollar paid to
the Coyote Bookstore goes into
each step, from the author to your
backpack: publisher's income (after
tax), 7%;publisher's paper, printing
and editorial costs, 31.9%;
publisher's
general
and
administrative costs, 9.9%;
publisher's marketing costs, 15.2%;
author's income, 11.4%; shipping
expenses, 1.4%; college bookstore
operational costs, 5.6%; college
bookstore personnel costs, 11.5%;
and finally the actual pre-tax profit
of the bookstore is 6.1%. After
taxes, the bookstore actually only
receives approximately three cents
of every student's dollar. Ball
explains.
Where does that profit go.

though? All the profit that the
bookstore gets from book sales goes
sUaight into the Foundation, which
uses that money for faculty grants,
athletic scholarships, new buildings,
and other budget items. Even so,
transfer student Antonio Lucciano
wonders whether the campus
bookstore "cares about profits more
than the welfare of the average
student."
For those thrifty students who
want to maximize their personal
pocketbook size, there is a buy back
of books. The last day for a full re
fund was October 10^, which coin
cided with the last day to drop/add
classes. Both the college bookstore
and the UBE buy back books
throughout the quarter; however, the
best time to do this is during finals
week because during the rest of the
quarter books will be at national
whole sale prices instead of ones
marked by the bookstore.

New University Apartments
Dedicated,
Administration,
Faculty Staff, and
Architects
Among Honored

President Karnig takes a
moment to recognize the hard
work of his CQ-^^^£rs^

Guests bow there heads in a
moment of silence

ASl Pres. Luis Portillo looks
on as the ribbon is cut
Vice-President Rincon

Countdown To Teach-in
By Mark Fretz
Staff Writer
CSU campuses all over the
state will join CSUSB in
holding Teach-ins on
Tuesday, October 16. From
noon to 6pm in the lower
commons, CSUSB will
feature speakers and
entertainment. The event,
coined by the faculty as
'Teach CSU", is in response
to the deadlock
in
negotiations. Anew contract
between the California Faculty
Association and the University hasn't
been signed for over three years.
The Teach-ins have
gamoed wide sup^xxtamong faculty
to get something done in order to help
move the dialogue forward. The
faculty has made it clear that although
they want action on reaching a new
agreement with the administration,
they also value the importance of
student education. For this reason,
the CFA wants to take steps that do
not hinder the education process

while still trying to get the crisis
resolved. The Teach-ins are a first
step toward that direction.
The event will host
speakers such as Laurie Stalnaker

(AFL-CIO), Assemblyman John
Longville, Dr. Edna Bonacich
(UCR), and Dr. Boris Kagarlitsky
(member. Academy of Sciences,
Russia).
The CSUSB event is the
first in a series of many that will be
held all across the stateorganized by
the CFA. They will focus on
educating as well as supptHting the
faculty and students.
The ultimate goal of these
events is to bring the administration
to the bargaining table and begin

discussing grievances. In order to
achieve this goal, faculty must get
students involved through the Teachins. Ihe faculty hopes this will put
more pressure on the administration
to rethink the CFA's working
conditions and the
student's learning
environment.
There
is
a
widespread concem
among faculty that a
new agreement will
not be reached,
causing a possible
strike before year's
end.
Tom
Meisenhelder,
the
chapter
president for San Bernardino,
has played a major role in
getting faculty and students
involved in the discussion
through the "Teach CSU"
events. Although Meisenhelder
has expressed little optimism
about resolving these issues
quickly, he maintains that the
CFA is willing to work with the
administration on a variety of
issues. At press time ASI leaders
were not available for comment.

Police Beat
10/5

Hit and Run
At 10:40AM an off-campus contract employee struck two
vehicles while trying to park in Lot G. The employee was
cited and released as hit and run.

10/4

Vandalism at Coyote Pens
Some time during the night unknown persons cut the locks
to the coyote pens. There are no suspects and none of the
coyotes have been found.
Stolen Vehicle
A Chevrolet Cavalier was stolen from Lot C between
11;55AM and 4:00PM by the owners boyfriend. Thecar
was recovered and the boyfriend arrested.

lO/l

Hit and Run
An unknown person backed into a car in Parking Lot E
causing minor damages. There are no leads.
Warrant Arrest/ Unauthorized Access to Computers
A staff member was under investigation for unauthorized
access to computers when he was arrested for a larceny
warrant, The incident is still being investigated.
Vehicle Burglary
An unknown person forcibly entered a student's vehicle at
the Health and PE complex. A case of 250 compact discs
was stolen.
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Leadership Series gets Make-over
^—:

By Matt Taylor
News Editor
"Life changing." says
Ericka Nunez, Program
Coordinator of the Leadership
Academy. The Leadership
Academy is a revamped
version of the original
Leadership series, which is a
series of workshops on
leadership. The workshops
consist of such skills as
assertiveness and decision
making and are focused on
developing the leadership
J-skills within every student.
The requirements for the
program are not very strict.
The revamped version of
the Academy consists of
twenty workshops. The goal
of the academy is to train as
many students as possible as
leaders. The focus group for
the academy is composed of
students who are leaders
within their social groups,
and first time students who
want an introduction to the
campus.
Most of the

participants from the leadership
series have gone on to become
better leaders on and off
campus. The leadership series

c<ir!<»« will have a final
series,
final nfoiect
project
that will consist of community
service, a notebook, and a
public speaking engagement.

Qraduating class of Leadership development
has had organizations send
their entire membership so that
they could become better
leaders within their group.
Some of the students who
have participated in the
academy have suggested that it
be made a requirement. "It's
too early to tell if the academy
could be implemented as a
course requirement." said
Nunez.
The leadership
academy, unlike the leadership

The Academy is going to be
more
intense
and
comprehensive than the series.
The community
service
planned for the upcoming
academy will be at The
Shriner's
Hospital
for
Crippled Children in Los
Angeles.
This community service
project that is based through
the program is very important
to the program as well as to the

hnsinital.
hospital. The Shriner
Shriner's
Hospital takes children that
are severely crippled or
burned and treats them at no
cost. The patients of the
hospital come from all over
the world, but many come
from northern Mexico and
the United States. "The
experience
within
the
hospital is always heart
wrenching, but it's a learning
experience that all the
students cherish", said
Nunez. " Many of the
students want to go back and
continue to help."
The
Leadership
Academy will be providing
sensitivity training to all
those people that participate
in the program. Overall, this
program has tried to be an
influential part of campus
life and with the addition of
the new leadership academy,
it will surely be an asset to
all students.
For more
information
about
the
Leadership academy, please
check the office of Student
leadership and development.

Fear of Terrorist Water Attacks to be Addressed
By Rody Rodriguez
Staff Writer
The recent terrorist
attacks on New York and
Washington D.C. have
raised many worries regard
ing safety around the nation
and also here on campus.
On the local and national
news, experts are discussing
the possibilities of chemical
or biological attacks that
could occur anytime and
anywhere. With the recent
anthrax scares in Florida

and New York, fear is at an
all time high. One-area that
i^as demanded extra attention
^
hQQTi the safety of our
r\ L LC^f I LIC/ff !• water here at Cal State San
i Bernardino and around the
Los Angeles area. This con«r,
cem is so overwhelming that
Earn $1,000, .
i a
$ 2 , 0 0 0 t h i s q u a r - during the 2nd Annual Water
t e r w i t h t h e e a s y Resources Institute ConferCampusfunciraiser.com ence here at CSUSB, a spethree h our
cial panel session of experts
answer questions per!
Functraising
taining to this ever-growing
1 O a t e s A r e f i l l i n g i anxiety,
f quickly, so call
In a letter provided by
I toaay! Contact
the Public Affairs Office, Jeff
• (888)923-3238.
Davis, Director of the Water
[
i
Resource Institute here at
j CSUSB, provides his reason'
ing for the added session.

The Coyote

Vaccinations being offered
at Health Center
Because of the recent outbreaks of
meningitis and the flu, the
CSUSB health center will be
giving out vaccinations for both
illnesses. The picing for the
vaccinations are for $80.00 fo"
meningitis and $20.00 for the flu.

Commencement Decem
ber 2001
CSUSB is pleased to invite
all eligible students to
participate in the Decem
ber Commencement
ceremony. The ceremony
recognizes graduates for
their great achievement
and hard work. If you
have filed a graduation
check and meet the
requirements you will
receive a commencement
mailer. The mailer con
tains specific information
regarding the ceremony
and registration proce
dures. Each registered
student can get up to five
tickets when they pur
chase their cap and gown.

Student Ambassadors

"Even though it doesn't re
ally fit the theme of our con
ference, we felt an obligation
to add this session to inform
the public about steps being
taken to secure and protect
water supplies and address
any fears or concerns about
potential terrorism."
Director
Davis
added, "I hope that this con
ference will end fears about
an attack. That's why this
conference is important. All
of these issues will be ad
dressed by experts in the
field."
This added session is
open to the public and will
be held on October 19th,
from 10:00 a.m. to 11:15

a.m. at the Student Union
Events Center. For more
information , contact Cal
State's Water Resources In
stitute at (909) 880-5977,
or the University's Public
Affairs Office at (909) 8805007.

The Student Ambassadors
Society (SAS), formerly
the University Ambassa
dors Society, Is looking for
qualified students to
represent CSUSB. The
SAS acts as the official
core of ambassadors from
CSUSB's outstanding
student body. The
organization's purpose is
to increase understanding
of and respect for the
University among its
alumni, the community,
legislators and trustees. In
this pursuit, the SAS
works closely with the
Office of the President, the
Office of Alumni Affairs
and the Division of Univer
sity Advancement.

The Coyote Byte:
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KNOW?

The Biography
of Cal.
StateUniversity
San Bernardino
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THE ROVING REPORTER

Asking Students^ What they Think.

The Roving Reporter asks students how they
think campus security can be improved in
response to last weeks crimes
By Susie Medina, The Scene Editor

Deanna Broussard
Freshman
•
English
I fear for my safety. My mom and I were
just talking about that the other day. She
was telling me that even after what's
happened, anything can happen here on
campus. Not just a rape but a shooting
or a bomb, anything. Anyone can just
grab you when you don't know, and
what are you gonna do? If you scream,
people are in class and they can't hear you. I think it's good that
we're increasing campus security but I have never seen any
security.
Joanne Fujimoto
Graduate Student
Teaching
I have never seen a security guard here, I '
think it would be good to have some,
though. They should definitely keep the
campus lit longer and we should be able to
see a security guard on campus by the
buildings. I didn't even know until recently
that we had emergency phones. They need"
to put more. Evening professors should advise students to walk
together out to their cars.
.

.

.

i

-

Gustavo Flores
Graduate Student
' / ; '
English Literature
"
•
This is my first semester here. I'm from San Jose State. It would
help if we had a phone number students
can call to be escorted to their car. In
San Jose we had student security guards
and it was really effective because you
got paid and you protected the students.
They escorted females and some males
on occasion to their cars. The security
had walkie-talkies and everything and
they were very efficient. There was a
phone in each classroom with the
extension of the campus security posted by each of those phones.
They were there in less than five minutes. We should have that
here. It'd be scary if after a rape, we didn't. The campus should
also be lighted all the time. I just can't emphasize enough the
security.
Erik Espino
Senior
History
There should be more security guards walking around. Also, I
think students should always walk with
a friend, especially at night. Never go
anywhere by yourself. I think we
should just have lots of security and lots
of lights, especially in those dark lonely
areas. The 24-hour escort service is the
best way for them to go. Just more
lighting, security and never walk by
yourself is all I can suggest.

Do you have a question, or would like to see some
thing addressed in the Roving Reporter? Contact us at
The Coyote Chronicle: (909) 880- 5289 or
SBChron@csusb.edu.

By: Dafina Dailey,
Staff Writer
Coyote Radio was first
developed in 1987. Since then,
the Coyote Radio Station on
campus has become a
recognizable club and an oftenvisited site on the internet.
Currently, the radio
station does not have a license to
broadcast over the radio
airwaves, although the station
has tried in the past to get one, it
is doubtful that Coyote Radio
will be granted a license.
Nevertheless, as Heather
Hundley, the Radio Station's
General Manager puts it, "The
future is the internet." The
biggest gain of being allowed to
broadcast the station on the
internet is that the listening
audience becomes much broader
because the internet's worldwide
access.

ASI President Luis Portillo writes words of inspiration to the
families of the victims of the WTC attacks

Coyote Radio is a student run station that plays various genres of music from rap to alternative
rock. Past DJ's at the station got on the job experience with radio basics on campus by planning:
performing their own shows throughout each quarter.
In order to give the students a "hands-on experience", the staff at the radio station offers a
. .
variety of jobs that students can hold. The wide range of jobs at the radio station includes music staff,
news writer and production staff.
Coyote Radio's current promotional event is called Rock
and Rampage and is co-sponsored by ASI and the Student Union
Program board, which will be held on the lawn in front of the ^
library on November 6"'. The radio station's promotional team is
also currently negotiating to help with the school's Karaoke in
the Pub night and is in the midst of creating a banner for the
victims and survivors of the tragedy our country suffered on
September 11,2001.
Support your fellow students and Coyote Radio by logging
on to the website address at: http://cal.csusb.edu/KOTE/
index3.html. Monday through Friday. If you are interested in
Coyote radio participants volun
working at the station or having your own show, contact Heather
teer there time to show their support Hundley at 880-7377 or the student station manager, Alise
Clouser at 880-7664.

Hero In Training
Pleasance Brown, Staff Writer

Cathe Stevenson is an Administrative Support coordinator for the College of Business and Public
Administration here at Califomia State University, San Bernardino. Cathe decided to lend her heart and open
her wallet to help aid the victims of the terrorist a:ts on September 11,2001. She got the idea from her threeyear-old son Wyatt, who made the comment that the police and firemen were the true "Heroes in Training."
Here is the story of Cathe and Wyatt Stevenson:
"A Call for Help"
Last night when my three-year-old son and I were on the way home, he asked me if they got the people out of
the building that fell down. When I told him no, he said, "Mommy, how come you don't call Hercules ? He is a
hero and he can pick up the whole building and let them out." I told him that Hercules was very busy working
on anotherjob so they brought in the construction crews, firemen and policemen to help lift the building up, but
:
that they have to do it one bucl«l at a time. His response was "So they are heroes in (raining?"
Afte" telling tfiis stcxy. she decided todo a fundraiser. Cathe believes that "Everybody in their own way dxxdd try
to help.'' She enlisted tfie help of ha"colleagues dtrou^ the intanei bulletin board, and you can doyour part to help spead
the wcid about this fiindiaisa".
E)uring die 5th Annual All University Bar-B-Que and Picnic,Stevenson stated that 100% of the proceeds will go
directly to the AmOTcan Red Qoss to aid the disastCT victims. This came with thefiillsiq^xxt of the students, feculty.aixl
staff ofCSUSB. At least 600people attoxied this annual eventheld in front of the lilxaty. Many fecultyaixi staff monbers
partic^jated in the Dunk Tank and woe willing to be dunlffidfcff a good cause. Th^managedtoraiseova'$l,200fcrthe
Amaican Red Cross Disaster Relief Fund Cathe would like to thank all the great pec^le whoparticipated and woe
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STUDENT SPOTLIGHT:
Man/ Portillo

§
S?

By Jennifer Dotson
Staff Writer

A graduate of Cal Poly
Pomona, and Public Relations
officer for ASI, wins $2500
Graduate Scholarship

Marvin Portillo represents CSUSB as the recipient of the 20012001 National Society of Hispanic MBA's -Hispanic National Fund
Scholarship.
The National Society of Hispanic MBA's put down money and
invited other organizations to match the funds. Lilly Endowment,
Marv Portillo scholarship
Inc. generously matched the funds, giving the scholarship a grand
winner, poses for a photo
total of $2,500.
opportunity with the Chronicle
The scholarship is very competitive nationwide, with a list of
requirements and procedures to be met. Students eligible must be
in graduate school in a management or business related field, a U.S. citizen or permanent resident with at
least half Hispanic ethnicity, and the money must only be used toward college enrollment. "The application
was a lengthy and tedious procedure," said Portillo. "I am very thankful for the time and effort that was
given to my recommendation letters."
Portillo graduated from California State Polytechnic University, Pomona with a Bachelor's Degree of
Science in Communications, concentrating in Public Relations. He is currently enrolled here as a second
year grad student in Integrated Marketing Communication, with hopes to finish up school this year. He
currently works twelve hours a week for ASI as the Public Relations Coordinator.
Portillo has a strong communications background, working in journalism before deciding on a PR
degree. He has been on the newspaper staff at the Mount San Antonio College Mountaineer, the Inland
Valley Daily Bulletin, and the campus paper in Pomona, The Poly Post.
The near future is still unclear to Portillo as he decides between getting another Master's Degree and
going to Law School. Those who gave him the scholarship saw motivation and work ethic in his character,
and thus far, it has not died down. "Right now, I want to compliment my Public Relations degree with a
marketing background. Eventually, I want to establish my own full service Marketing and Public Relations
empire," he said. Portillo's plan is to start on the west, and hopefully expand east. "I really want to put my
heart and soul into it."

1 Safety Tip of the Week...
I

DECEMBER 2001
California State University San Bernardino is
pleased to invite all eligible students to participate
in the December 2001 Commencement ceremony.
The ceremony is held to recognize graduates for
their great achievement and hard work. If you
have filed a graduation check and meet the
requirements, you will receive a commencement
mailer. The mailer contains specific information
regarding the ceremony and registration
procedures. CSUSB's inaugural all-university
December commencement is scheduled for
Saturday, December 8, 2001 at 10:00 a.m. in the
Coussoulis Arena.
TICKETS; Will be available at the Coyote
Bookstore. Five tickets will be given to each
registered student when they purchase their cap

California State Unwp'sity

San Bernardino

Whenever walking out to your
car a\one, which you shouldn't

I
I do anyway, hold your keys in

University Hall, UH037
5500 University Parkway
San Bernardino, CA 92407

I your hand. If someone ap-

J proaches you, interlace the keys
I in between your fingers and grip
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Downtown and Underground
Shareena C. Clark
Staff Writer
When you think of a poetry
reading, what do you envision? Do
you see a dark coffeehouse with
beatniks sitting at candlelit tables,
snapping after the female poet
wearing a beret finishing a spiel
on her ovaries? Do you envision a
cockamamie mock of culture?
Well then, have you ever
heard of RUPO (Riverside
Underground Poets Association)?
It is "An intimate gathering of
artists and writers ... that started
in Jayson Soto's living room a
little over two year ago. Over time,
the open mic reading was moved
all around downtown, from kid's
studio apartments, to basements of
old buildings, and finally to Back
To The Grind..." explained
Alaska, one of the performing
poets.
Back to the Grind is a
coffeehouse located on the
downtown end of University Ave.
in Riverside. The basement of this
uniquely decorated building
houses, the poets every Monday
night from 8:30pm to 10:30 or
sometimes 11:00pm.
This underground movement
was started by the artists, for the
artists. "Everybody pretty soon
realized the profound possibility
that our collective energy had to
keep it going, and make it bigger.
It didn't take long to tum from a
hangout to an idealistic art
project." The RUPO keeps
growing and growing. There are
new people at the readings every
week.
Inside of Back to the Grind,
the raw emotion of the artists is
abundant above and below the
surface (so to speak). Upstairs on
all four walls, there are paintings
and drawings by local artists.
Above the hallway there is a stage
where musicians perform on
Wednesdays and alternating
Fridays
and
Saturdays.
Downstairs (in the basement
where the poetry readings are
given), the walls are also covered

Upcoming Art Shows;
STATION 2: FRI., OCT. 19
STATION 3: SAT., NOV 3
STATION 4: FRI., NOV 18
STATION 5: SAT., DEC 1
STATION 6: SAT., DEC. 15
ALL SHOWS ARE FROM
7PM-MIDNIGHT, AT BACK
TO THE GRIND COFFEE
SHOP IN DOWNTOWN
RIVERSIDE. IF YOU ARE
INTERESTED IN SHOWING
OR READING POETRY
PLEASE CONTACT
ALASKA AT:
WORDALASKA@AOL.COM

Artwork on display in the basement of Back to the Grind Photo By: Shareena C. Clark
with paintings and drawings.
Statues and other visual art pieces
are placed about in the room. The
RUPO is truly an act of the people,
"... If none of this talent and
fearlessness was not already here,
there would be no art scene...",
added Alaska.
The RUPO has weekly
readings, and bi-monthly art
shows that are all open mic for
whoever is interested. RUPO is
constantly looking for new artists
who want to show their work.
Even if you have not written or
painted in years, still feel free to
share your gift with others, as
every artist is welcome. The
downtown art scene is not limited
to artists and poets; it also bleeds
in to the downtown residential
area, where a group of
homeowners
called
the
Renovators are restoring historical
homes.
"There's
an
artistic
component to it, but it's more than
historical restoration.", explained
Jerry Sturmer, one of the
Renovators.
The
artistic
component is definitely visible

when considering the process of culture. If you have not been it is no 'wonder why the locals
painting, stripping, and basically there, go now! There are so many take such pride in keeping the
remodeling these compounds places to visit and stories to.
from foundation to roof.
For three years now, the
Sturmers have been working on
their home everyday. That is
approx. 156 weeks, or 1,095 days,
or 23,280 hours, or 1,576,800
minutes. That is a load of time and
effort going into these homes. The
Sturmer home was built in 1908
for $4,000, while the average
home at the time was built for
$600-$800. It is made of redwood,
and the floors made of white oak.
After three years of hard work
and many more to come, the
Sturmers will be applying for
historical status, which means that
within two weeks, 1,100-1,500
visitors could be touring their
home.
All of the Riverside
Renovators specialize in morphing
their structures into something
A Scroll inside Back to the Grind Photo By: Shareena C. Clark
completely different from when it
was first purchased, yet still
The Coyote Chronicle would like to invite all students to
maintaining its historical integrity.
write their opinion and submit it to the Chronicle for
The historical Down Town
review and consideration for print. Drop all possible
Riverside is oozing with art and
articles in UH 037

MEChA and LBSA Gain Strength on Campus
Hector Franco

Staff Writer
M.E.Ch.A. and LBSA
are two very popular Latino
groups that students hear about
througout high school and college.
The goal for M.E.Ch.A currently
is to break down stereotypes and
inform others about Chicano
culture. People often tend to have
an idea of what they do or who
they are, but let's face it, most

people don't understand what they
are striving to accomplish. If you
had to give a solid answer to
"What are M.E.Ch.A and the
LBSA all about?", the answer
would be as follows.
M.E.Ch.A stands for "El
Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Aztlan", which is translated
"The Chicano Student Movement
of Aztlan". The word Chicano is
very misleading. When most think
of a Chicano, "Bom in East L.A."

is often the first stereotype that
pops into our heads, or of course,
"Selena". Actually Fatima
Cristema, Head Female Co-Chair
of M.E.Ch.A, says that the word
Chicano is not necessarily a Color
or a Race but an Idea. There are
Chicanos of many different races
and cultures. The main thing about

Continued on Page 14 Ruben Cruz and Monica Quiza at a MEChA meeting
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Islam: The Misunderstood Religion
Kofi Tawiah

Staff Writer
Islam for many Americans
is a misunderstood religion
because of various factors. It is
a belief that has not been fully
accepted in the United States.
There are individuals who
perceive Islam as being a
mystical practice. Islam is
unfamiliar to Americans because
it is difficult for Westerners to
identify with it in comparison to
other religions such as
Christianity and Judaism.
Due
to the medias
insensitivity towards the
religion, Americans have been
misled about Islam. Islam is a
peace loving religion. It is not unAmerican or a form of religion
that promotes terrorism.
Professor Dany Doueiri, a
history instructor here on campus
said,"more positive feedback in
the media is needed for
Americans to better understand
Islam." He is leaching Islamic
History (Hist 383) this quarter.
In the foreign language
department, he is also teaching
"invioducvoty Arabic for those
students who are interested.
Ralph Salmi, a professor in
political science, explains that
the term "Jihad" has been
misinterpreted in the media. The
press has referred to it as having
the meaning of holy war. The
word "Jihad" actually means
struggle, or to be specific,
striving in the cause of God. This
quarter
he
is
teaching
Government and Politics of the
Middle East (Psci308). He is a
scholar in the field and serves as
a great resource for students who
are interested in Islam and the
Middle East.
Karen Armstrong, a leading
scholar in religion, clearly
defines the differences between
fanatics and normal followers of
Islam. She implies in her article
"The True, Peaceful Face of
Islam" (Time, October 1,2001),
individuals who utilize the
religion as a tool to justify their

actions are fanatics. An example
of such behavior would be
individuals who commit suicide
by attaching explosives to their
bodies and have the belief they
are going to heaven by dying for
a holy cause.
Students on campus have
many diverse opinions about the
religion. The majority of students
were unfamiliar with the religion
but were open to the idea of
learning more about it. Many
individuals knew that this faith
had something to do with the
Middle East due to the fact that
they understood that there was a
war going on Afghanistan by
watching the daily news.
What is Islam? Who are
Muslims? These are questions
that students on campus may
have about this religion and those
individuals who practice Islam.
The word "Islam" is defined
as peace and submission. Peace
means to be at peace with
yourself and your surroundings
and submission means to the will
of God. A broader meaning of the
word "Islam" is to achieve peace
by submitting to the will of God.
Who is Allah? This term is
the Arabic word that means one
God. It is misunderstood as being
the God for Muslims. Allah is
the God for all human beings
because he is the creator and
sustainer of life for those believe
in some form of religion. In the
Arabic version of the bible,
Christians and Jews both refer to
God as Allah.
Who is a Muslim? Muslims
are those individuals who submit
to the will of God. A Muslim
must acknowledge that there is
no God except the one God and
Muhammad is the messenger of
God.
Who was Muhammad?
Muhammad originated from
Mecca, known as the Holy Land
for Muslims, located in Saudi
Arabia. Muhammad was born in
the year 570 AD. His family
lineage goes back to the Prophet
Ishmael, son of Prophet

Abraham.
What is the Qur'an?
Muslims believe the sacred book
provides revelations as the final
and last word of God. The text is
written in Arabic and there are
English translations available.
There are 1.2-1.5 billion
Muslims in the world. In the
United States Muslims make up
7.8 million of the population.
Islam is the fastest growing
religion in the Western World.
There are five principles that
make up the faith. All orthodox
Muslims must adopt the pillars

of Islam..First, the belief in one
God (Iman) and Muhammad is
his messenger. Second, (Salat)
which are prayers prescribed five
times a day. Third, fasting (Siya)
which is required in the month
of Ramadan. Fourth, charity
(Zakat) or donating to the poor.
Fifth, (Hajj) which is the
pilgrimage to Mecca once in a
lifetime, if one can afford it or is
able to go physically.
For more information about
Islam, please log on the
following web sites:
http://Islamic.org.
http://Islamicity.com.

The Prophet's Mosque, Madinah
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You've Been Ed-Lightened
WhaUhe HelllsTTorhg oriV ATROFED Robbery, Sexual
Assuait, FMsc Fire AlarmSv-ana it's .only the Fourth
Week of School. Are we StudentSiiOri^^y^ti^^^^
By John J. Eddy
\Executive Editor
i
Despite the numbers, despite
the statistics, despite a certain ExKSI member who professes we are
among the safest campuses in the
hate, the truth is in personal
experience, not on pap)er. The first
half of our 2001 Fall quarter has
(>een shaded, darkened if you will,
by a black cloud that has soaked
jip reflective puddles of hatred and
hbuse from abandoned grounds.
{
A person's thoughts and
Imagination can release some
pretty cruel and gruesome images
om time
time to time depending It
if trie
the
from
lood and conditions harbor them,
But what is it that causes a man to
urn those thoughts into reality?

What drives a man to act out his
aggressions, to victimize another
person for selfish satisfaction?
What can we do to protect
ourselves from these people and
what has been done by our
Campus Police and Parking
Services to ensure that help? In
my
opinion,
whatever
improvements have been made
fall short of providing each and
every student and faculty member
here at Cal State San Bernardino
with adequate protection.
We are in a state of War where
we Citizens of the United States
are for the first lime targets of a
War of Hatred. Every Law
Enforcement department. Federal,
State and Local are on their
highest levels of security to protect
America. Yet, we the 15,000
students of th^s_ campus

community have yet to see any of
those improvements. Yes it is true
that we now have at least two
sworn in police officers on campus
twenty-four hours a day. Yes, we
do have for once a full roster of
14 officers working for the
campus. Yes, there are state
officers from Cal State LA and
Fullerton who have come to our
University to help cover shifts and
relieve our own officers. Yes,
Chief Steve Nowicki has been
doing everything possible within
the limitations of his office to
increase
increase security
sceumj on campus. The
...w

attacks under this new
level of heightened
security, then what can we
expect when and if security
levels drop back to normal?
We need to know that our
policy
makers,
the
President's administration,
are behind us. We need to let
them know that we will wait
no longer for adequate
protection from personal or
campus wide attacks. We need to
tell Parking Services that we will
no longer pay our parking tickets
as long as Facility Services keeps
turning off lights in the parking
lots at night. There are better
ways to cut energy costs, ways that
don't put students in situations that
leave them vulnerable and
u

sad truth is that it is just not good
enough. If our campus and
University is this susceptible to

n
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a graduate degree costs too much?

Cal Baptist's
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I will not stand by quietly
while our students are victimized.
I will not allow our Facilities,
Parking and Public Safety services
to give the run around when
serious questions are asked. We
deserve to know what is going on, [Visit the Chronicle Office.
we desire to know what changes i Located in the University Hall
are being made to increase Basement Room 037.
*
security, and we must demand that

CHERSYOUR

p

more should be done beyond what
has already been implemented.
Let your voices be heard at the
Town Hall Meeting on October
16, tell the University official^
your true feelings, thoughts, ideas!
and plans. Wemustdoeverythingj
humanly possible to ensure that;
the second half of Fall 200lj
reflects the positive and safd
conditions of Cal State San|
Bernardino's past 35 years, so we
can move beyond this threat of
fear and attack in our own homei
and continue to grow as a,
campus
community.

Master of Science in
Counseling
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Masters Degees
in Education
Master of Arts
in English
Education Credential
Programs
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'moe.' Eases Tension
JamSancfgives tfieirj-ans a reason to kavejnn
By Matt Schoenmanm
A&E Editor
If the attacks on Afghani soil
Sunday left Americans rattled, it
was impossible to notice upon
entry to the theatre that housed
moe. and their contingent of loyal
"moerons." The only sign of
nervousness came from the
security as they searched everyone
thoroughly, as was expected.
Guitar driven jamband moe.
played a show in what has to be
the best kept secret in Hollywood,
the
John
Anson
Ford
Amphitheatre. This was one of
those nights when almost as much
could be said about the venue as
the band that played it.
The Ford Theatre is nestled in
the Hollywood hills off the 101
freeway on Cahuenga Blvd. It is
fully surrounded by trees, which
served as a backdrop to an above
average light show. The venue
seats a little over 1,500 people,
which is ideal for up and coming
bands.
Yet moe. is far from an up and

October 15, 2001

C ONCERT
CONNECTION
10/15

Ben Folds
@ El Rey Theatre

10/19
From left: Chuck Garvey, Rob Derhak and Al Shnier
coming act, as they have been
touring constantly for over 10
years. Rooted in New York, it is
apparent that moe.'s fan base is
increasing with each visit to the
west coast.
Moe.'s guitar driven rock is
second to none, with Chuck
Garvey rattling off guitar riffs that
would make Randy Rhoads proud
and Al Shnier staying right with
him as he did double duty working
keyboards and guitars. Bassist
Rob Derhak, drummer Vinnie
Amico and percussionist Jim
Loughlin round out moe.
Throughout the show all three

guitar players showed well
rounded vocal skills.
Being a moe. rookie I began to
wonder early in the first set if they
could bring home a jam. Those
doubts were dispelled towards the
end of the set when, during a
crowd pleasing, "Yodelittle," the
band went into a Phishesque vocal
jam and then carried the jam right
into "Spine of a Dog."
Southern California Banyan's
Wally Waldman added trumpet for
the entire second set. Although

Bob Dylan
@ Staples Center

10/20

DJ WISHFM
@ National Orange Show

10/21

Tantrlc/ Oleander &
Beautiful Creatures
@ Gotham

10/21

Los Lobos
@ Sun Theatre

10/24

~Moc
Continue on page 14

10/27

Joe Cocker/ The Guess
Who
@ Arrowhead Pond

Oysterhead
@ Hollywood Palladium

10/27

Live
@ House of Blues/Anaheim

10/27

Freak Daddy
@ The Glass House

10/28

Jessica Simpson
@ Sun Theatre

10/30

Butthole Surfers
@ House of Blues/ Anaheim

10/30

Brian McKnight
@ Sun Theatre

11/3

The Breeders
@ The Glass House

11/4

Gregg Allman and
Friends
@ Sun Theatre

11/10

Family Values Tour
featuring Stone Temple
Pilots
@ Arrowhead Pond
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Gurgle... Weep... Flow...
Take a walk through the mind of

waoiosfeoi
By Omar Zubair
Staff Writer
Have you ever wanted to
actually walk inside a painting,
instead of having to be an
objective observer? The chance
to live this dream has arrived at
the Fullerton Art Museum with
the world's first look at Pal
Warner's new project " Gurgle,
Weep, Flow.
This exhibit is a collection of
six futuristically dark trees, six
stumps, and a wheeled platform
holding artificial grass, is on
dis- play until December

2001.
The first impression upon
walking into this "simulated
forest," as Warner calls it, is one

/DO;.

Warner's wagon
feature in the exhibit
of relaxation. The water that
drips from metal coils atop the
tress creates the feel of a giant
rock fountain.
However, once that initial
reaction passes, the feeling of a
deeper message arises. Could
this possibly be a harbinger of

SOyhOIRACU'/llHaf 5N (S>
www.lhelastcastle.com

Dancers rehearsing in lobby ofCoussoullis Arena

things to come: forests filled
with thin, mangled, black trees?
Warner, an obvious nature
lover, certainly thinks so.
Though the darkness adds to the
beauty of the exhibit, a whole
world of dying nature would be
painful to all humans. If we keep
taking nature for granted and are
"not careful, then we'll all be
dragging around our own
artificial lawn " warns the artist.
Any art lover or critical thinker
should visit this exhibit, at least,
once before it moves on to more
acclaim.
A visit to this elegant garden
may even help to heal the
wounded heart of a patriot as
Warner has recently attributed the
dripping water as "weeping for
our national tragedy."

r>REA»<W3RKS
PICTURES

I COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOUl

CREATIVE VS. PERFORMING
Dancers Speak Out
By Melissa Adamson
Assistant A&E Editor
If you ask Janys Antonio
why
the
Creative
Arts
Department was changed to
Performance Arts, she'll tell you
the truth; she doesn't know.
Antonio,the head of the
University Dance Company
wasn't involved in the decision,
nor were her students.
The tri-level company, with its
70 members, as well as all the
CSUSB dance, classes exist in
"emphasis" somewhere between
kinesiology and theater arts, but
unfortunately, not as a major.
The UDC operates as a club,
supported and funded by ASI.
Dancers put in long weekend
rehearsals; pay for their- own
costumes, shoes and music. They
receive no credit and are not paid
for their performances.
The UDC Touring Co., which
holds auditions in December, also
competes, attends dance clinics,
and volunteers at dance
conferences strictly on an
optional basis, all while footing
the bill.
Any money the Dance Co.
makes from its biannual concerts
has, in the past, been donated to
the charity. Dancers for Aids. But
this year all proceeds will go
towards a newly established
charity set up by former President
Clinton and Bob Dole to aid
families who were victims of the
September 11 th tragedy.
The UDC's mission statement
stresses that they are a community
outreach program, reaching not
only CSUSB students, but also
professional dancers, high school
students, and even children as
young as twelve years old. The
UDC accepts all dancers who
want to get involved and love the
art.
So why is an "emphasis", such
as dance, one that strives for
community unity and charity
work, considered a burden on the
of the collective Theater and Fine
Arts Department?
According to the UDC, their
main focus is commercial dance,
namely jazz. This is something
the UDC is proud of and feels is

an important element of their
Company. The UDC draws large
crowds to their concerts.
According to J. Antonio, the
concerts are energetic. They have
loud music, loud crowds, and huge
turnouts.
Excluding matinees, UDC
shows almost always sell oul.The
problem here lies in location. The
recital hall the dancers use is next
door to the theater the drama stu
dents use. The UDC has basically
been forbidden from scheduling a
dance concert at the same time as
a theater production.
So, what's next for the dancing
underdogs of the fine arts? They
say they will continue to create as
well as perform.
As choreographers and dancers,
they work together to invent
dances and express themselves
through them.
With the help of ASI and the
dedication within the club, the
UDC hopes to continue doing this
for a very long time.
And so the dancers dance on,
creating and rehearsing in dance
rooms, lobbies and gyms.
" Dance is like a passion. It's in
your DNA. When you dance, you
give up apart of yourself; it is
creative and it's within you. I am
constantly amazed at the
dedication of thege kids. They do
everything for the love of dance.
Sometimes I stand in the middle
of rehearsals in disbelief of their
dedication to just show up." - Janys
Antonio
And in the end, that's what they
do. They show up, create, perform,
and share the fruits of their labor...
a please audience... all over a warm
pizza.

Dancers rehearsing on
Sunday afternoon.

r

35,000 new students and
200,000 more to come
Only one net permanent
faculty position added
between 1095 & 2000
State funding reductions
threaten quality education

Is it TOO EXTREME to say that
the future of the California State
University system Is at risk?
Be part of the answer.
Attend the Teach-in, October 16.
I
THE ACCESS CRISIS: A combination of skyrocketing enrollment

THE ENROLLMENT CRISIS: Over the next few years the CSU is

and inadequate funding threaten the very mission of the CSU as the

expecting an unprecedented wave of new students. Yet the CSU

"People's University." Funding reductions have sharply reduced

Administration and the State Legislature have no real plan to hire

course offerings, leaving many students, both full and part lime,

enough full time faculty, librarians, counselors or coaches to meet the

unable to access the courses necessary for graduation. Rather Uian

needs of the growing student population. Between 1994-^ and 2000,

find real solutions to the access crisis, typical administration responses,

student enrollment has jumped by 35,000 full time student equivalents,

such as raising entrance standards and excluding students who need

yet only one new tenure-track faculty position has been added. In fact, in

remediation, only serve to limit access to deserving students.

2000 there were 1400 fewer tenure-track faculty in the CSU than in 1990.

THE FISCAL CRISIS: According to the California Budget Project,

THE FACULTY CRISIS: Instead of tenured faculty, CSU has hired

higher education funding as a proportion of the State's General Fund

Lecturers, who are not compensated for counseling, mentoring or

has fallen dramatically, In the last 20 years, government spending on

developing curriculum. Sometimes called "freeway flyers" because

CSU has been cut nearly in half, from 6.5% to 3.5%.

they must teach at multiple colleges and universities in order to make
a living, these dedicated instructors have no benefits or job security.
At the same time, tenured faculty salaries are so low and the workload
so high that the CSU can't attract and retain new faculty.

Teach

C6U

Attend the Teach-in, October 16:

The California Faculty Association's Future of the University Project
12 noon - 6 pm - Lower Commons Plaza
Speakers: Assemblymember John Longvllle, Professor Edna Bonaclch fUCRI
Music, skit, speakers, open mike, labor videos

Calift?rnia faculty Assfpclaihn

Students and faculty will be joined by community leaders, elected
officials, education advocates and leaders of organized labor
in a day of information and dialogue about what we all can do to
preserve the CSU as a precious resource for all Californians.

For More Information Calls 909-880-5025 or 909-880-5545

lendaf*
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October 19 - 26

Events Calendar
Friday, 19
STUDY SKILLS SERIES:
READING COMPREHENSION
SPONSORED BY: ADULT RE-BIRRY CEIIISR
11 A.M. -12 NOON
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
{J
X 5253
VV

Saturday, 20

ADVANCED PLACEMENT WORKSHOP
SPONSORED BY: HISTORY

8 A.M. - 2:30 P.M.

STUDENT UNON EVENTS CENTER B & G
X5528

Sundm, 21

FAMILY DAY WORKSHOP

SPONSCXIED BY: ENROLLMB^T SERVICES
10 A.M. - 2 P.M.

LUBOS NG PILIPILO
CLUB MEETING
SPONSORED BY: LUBOS (C.Y.RA)

COMPUTER LAB TOUR

COYOTE KARAOKE
SPONSC»TED BY:
STUDENT UNION PROGRAM BOMTD

STUDENT UNION UNIVERSITY ROOM

SPOI^OREO BY: ADULT RE-ENTTTY CENTER
12 NOON -1 P.M.
STUDENT UNION ADULT RE-ENTRY CENTER
X5253

METRO CITY COLLEGE
LEADERSHIP TRAINING

NOONTIME BAND SERIES:
MAMA'S BOYS

/

6 P.M. - 7:30 P.M.

SPONSORED BY:
METRO CTTY COIXEGE COI«^CTION
6:30 P.M. - 9:30 P.M.
STLDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

Tuesday, 23

PANHELLENIC COUNCIL MEETING

SPONSORED BY STUDENT ACCOUNTS
IOA.M. - 11 A.M.

STUC^NT UNION EVENTS CBJTER C
X5162

ASI FINANCE BOARD MEETING

CATHOLIC CAMPUS
MINISTRY MEETING
SPONSORED BY: NEWMAN CATHOLIC FELLOWSHP
7:30 A.M. -9:30A.M,
STUDENT UNION FIREPLACE LOUNGE

909 475-5388

Monday, 22

8 P.M. - 10 P.M.
STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

DIRECT LOANS ENTRANCE
& EXIT WORKSHOP

STLCENT UNION EVENTS CENTER
X7300

SPONSOF£DBY:
STUDBTT UNKDN PROGRAM BOARD
12 NOON-1 P.M.
LIBRARY LAWN

ASSOOATB} STIEIENTS BCORPORATED

Wednesday, 24
SPONSORED BY: ADULT RE-ENTTTY CENTER
12 NOON-2 P.M.
LIBRARY LAWN
X5253

10 A.M.-12 NOON

"MAKING SENSE OF
THE MADNESS" FORUM

X5932

SPONSORED BY: PRESIDENT'S OFFICE

ASSOCIATED STUDBTS INCORPORATED

4 P.M. - 6 P.M.
STUDBTT UNION EVENTS CENTER B & C

Thursday, 25

BROWN BAG SERIES: DEPRESSION
SPONSOF^ BY: ADULT RE-ENTFIY CENTER
12 NOON -1 P.M.
STUDENT UNKDN EVENTS CENTER A
X5253

BREAST CANCER AWARENESS

SPONSORED BY:
STUDENT UNKDN WOMEN'S RESOURCE CBTTER
12 NOON - 2 P.M.
.STUDENT UNION EVS^ CENTER C
X5253

Friday, 26

STUDY SKILLS SERIES:
LISTENING & TAKING NOTES

STUDB^ UNION BOARD ROOM

BOXES AVAILABLE AT:
STUDENT UMON ADULT RE-EKTRY CENTER
STUDENT UNION CROSS CULTURAL CENTER
STUDENT UNION WOMEN'S RESOURCE CENTER

11A.M.-12 NOON

STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM
X5253
c-s-«-s«

To place an event in the Calendar,
please bring information to

X7203

STUDIES IN THE BIBLE

SPONSORED BY: STUDIES IN THE BBLE
STUDEUT UNON BOARD ROOM

LBSA MEETING
LATWO BUSINESS STUDENT ASSOOATTON
6 P.M.
PANORAMA ROOM/LOWER COMMONS

SPONSORED BY. /UDULT RE-ENTRY CENTER

12 NOON-2 P.M.

FOOD DRIVE

X5943

VOTER AWARENESS

STUDENT UNION BOARD ROOM

ASI BOARD OF DIRECTORS MEETING

4:30 P.M. - 8:30 P.M.

STUDENT UNION PUB

iNlCh OUiHi(
Prepared Courtesy of
Student Union Graphic Arts

Student Union Graphics,
room SU 112, call x3942
or e-mail at: sugraphics1@hotmail.com

MMM.T fte-cnmr
CeHTER
Sponsored Courtesy of the
Student Union Adult Re-Entry Center

Student Union Corner
STUDEifT UNION PROORAM BOARD

NOTICE OF CIGARETTE MARKETING CUVSS AHION UWSUfT

NOONTIME

IF YOU SMOKED AS A MINOR BETWEEN APRIL 2.1994 AND DECEMBER 31,1999, TH5 ClASS AHION NOTICE MAY AFFEQ YOUR RIGHTS.
Aclass action lawswt is pending in the Sttperior Court erf the State of California for the County of San Diego, entitled Daniels v. PhipMoffiv Case Mo. 719446
fKCPNo.4042). This Notice Is to infom you of the Court s decision to certify a Plantiff dass (ttie 'Class'), thenatureof the daimsanddefenses, and youi rights at this time.
Are You Affected by This Case?
The following are members of the Class. Al persons who as Califomia resident mmors (under 18 years of age) smoked one or tnore cigarettes in
April 2, 1994 and December 31.1999. The Defendants in tNs case are Phlip Morris Incorporated; flJ. Reynolds Tobacco Company; Brown &
Corporation: and Lohllard Tobaao Comparry.
: is TMs Case About?
allege that dunng the relevant period, the Defendants engaged in unlawful, deceptive and unfair marketing and advertising practices in order a
seduce and induce minors in Caltfomta to smoke cigarettes in violation of Business & Professions Code §17200. Based on these alegaticn^ the Plaintiffs seek to recover
on behaH of themselves and the Class certified by the Court (i) disgorgement and/or restitution of aB nwnies obtained by the Defendants from the sale of dgarenes to tTwwrs
durrig the Oass Period, and (i) an order enjoining these practices The lawsut also requests an award of anomeys' fees and costs if the lawsuit is successful It is antici
pated that any such request by Class Counsel will be sought ti> be paid eitfrer by a deduction from any recovery obtained by the Oass or directly by the Defendants The
Defendants deny

of the allegations of wrongdoing and liabiity to the Oass In addition, the Defendants contend that a settlement that they reached with the State of

Califomia bars ths action in its entirety. The Defendants have asserted various additional defenses.
The Notice is not intended to be, and should not be construed as. an expression of any opinion by the Court with respect to the truth of the allegations in the
bwsurt oithe merits of the claims or defertses asserted. The sole purpose of tfiis Notice is to infonn you of the pendency of this lawsuit so that ywi may rrrake an'irrformed

MAMA'S
BOYS

OCTOBER 23, 2001
12 P.M. > 1 P.M. • LIBRARY LJVWN

decisianas to whether you wish to remain in or opt out of the Class. Plaintiffs will be required to prove their daims al a trial set to begin on May 14.2002.
Ibu May Exclude Yourself from the Oass
You have a choke whether or not m remain a member of the Class To remain a member of the Class YOU NEB) NOT DO ANYTHING AT THISTIME. As a Class
merrrfKT you will be bound by all orders of the Court whether favorable oi unfavorable, and this case will resolve any daims against the Defendants you have concerning
the alegations summarized in this Notice. If the Class is successful, then you wll be able to participate in any recovery obtained. If however, any judgnent is rendered in
favor of the Defendants then you will not receive any recovery. Further, if you remain in the Class you will be barred from asserting the sameclaims agarist the Defendants
in any future lawsuit you bnng as an ndrviduai. fi.e. any unfair competition daim under Califomia Business & Professions Code §17200 based on the arts asalleged in the
complaint). You also have the right to seek the Court's permission tt intervene or appear in the action as a named Oass co-representative and to render an appearance
through your own ONJtrsel

CLASSIFIEDS

If you do not wish to remain a member of the Oass you must state that you wish to'opt-out" in writing to the adrbess listed below postmarked by November
19,2001. If you opt-out (exclude) yourself you cannot obtain any recovery obtained on behaK of the Oass and you wil not be bound by any Court orders or judgments To
exdude yourseff you must write to: Gilwci & Ca. P.O. Box 8040; San Rafael, CA 94912-8040. The request should also state your date of birth.
if you are currently over the age of 18. the request should be signed by you, with your name, adrbess and date of brti printed below your signature. If you
are currently a minor, under the age of IS, the request should be signed by your parent or legal guanfian, with both your name and your parent or legal guardian's name

FlJ NDRyM SING

Hfi.AL'rH

Looking to earn Money for yonr
organization or yourself? Try
Find-U, a no cost fundraising
program that's easy and reliable.
Call 1-866-48-FindU or visit
w w w . f u n d - U . c o m

The Susan G. Komen Breast
Cancer Foundation has granted
your Student Health Center an
award
to
offer
FREE
Mammograms to eligible Stu
dents. Call (909)880-5241

printed below tite signature, along with your date of birth. If you do not make a timely request for exclusion in the manner specified you wiB remain in the class and be
bound by the judgment in the case.
16 obtain more inlonnation including a more extensive version of this Notice, call toll free 1-800-793-9998 or visit the website at wwwiiamlavKa.com. PUASE
00 MOT CONTAa THE COURT.

By:

Dated: September 10.2001.

Honorable Ronak) 1Prager
Judge
www.l)anilawca.com
1-800-793-9998

the Superior Court

If you would like to place a classified ad,
Please call (909) 880-5297 for prices and availablility.

MM

—
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getting a-(Qliiciaa(H<Studies
po^^l^pgrtment
on campus by
Continued from
getting petitions out to the
Chicano
issues.
community
and
signed.
Most people join M.E.Ch.A.
The LBSA (Latino Business
to do good for their community
Students Association) is also
or to learn about the
very busy and going strong."
Chicano culture, no matter what
My goals for the campus are to
race they may be. It is frustrating
reinforce the emphasis of those
to
have
a
desire
to
in ASI of attempting to unite the
learn and help but not know

where to do begin. Fatima
Cristema was very sad to inform
us that due to some difficult
circumstances in the past, there
are only about ten M.E.Ch.A
members from the CSUSB
campus, and they lack a Male
Co-Chair, although Fermine
Ramirezhas been helping out a
lot to fill in the empty chair. She
promises that M.E.Ch.A is new,
air, and totally improved. In
M.E.Ch.A, there is so much to
learn and so much to do, and all
in the company of some great
p
e
o
p
l
e
.
Right now M.E.Ch.A and the
LBSA are strongly working on

CSUSB students and creating
pride amongst our campus,"
says LBSA President Juan
Carlos
Quintanar.
To achieve their goals LBSA
members are always aware of on
campus activities and try to be
involved one way or another.
There are about 60 members on
campus but will be recruiting all
year in hope to achieve a goal of
100 or more. "LBSA has been
strong for a couple of years
now", says John Futch of The
Cross
Cultural
Center.
Most members have joined to
meet people, make friends and
for social reasons. Others join

for the professional benefits and
to enhance leadership skills in
business and in the real world.
Do not be fooled by the business
stereotype
either.
President Juan Carlos
Quintanar himself is not a
business major but a criminal
justice major. Non-Latino
members are more than
w e 1 -c o m e

Why not be a part
of the Coyote
Chronicle. Look
ing for Writers,
Photographers,
Grapliic Designers,
Sports Enthusiasts,
Cartoonists, Artists
etc. Get Published

This is only the surface of
LBSA and M.E.Ch.A. For
more
information
on M.E.Ch.A, e-mail your
questions
to
mechadecsusb2001 @vahoo.com
or join them on October 25"'
for a Town Hall meeting for
a discussion on students
m e e t i n g t h e
community. The LBSA meet
every Wednesday at 6pm in
the Lower Commons and all
are invited to attend. Why
not become a part of
something?
You
have
nothing
to
lose
and
so
much
to
gain.

Chronicle lo
Resume
I II-- i l l t h e B i i s e n i o i i l t)l' t h e U n i v i
K.u.iii 037 or Call u.^ al .SS()-.^2.S'=
Email SBchroa(i'\;susb.cdu

angular Wireless Stores
SAN

BERNADINO

885 E Harriman Place, (909) 885-7581
888-Harriman Place, (909) 885-4049
2041 E Highland Ave., (909) 425-9197
1099 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-5565

call UB66-aNCULAK.

Shop by phone for delivery,

For jobs that rock, visit us

at www.cingular.com

Get150anytimemifiutes,piuschooseone

)

of the follovwng with aS29.99 per month rate plan:

Wireless Internet
Ready

m H vvir.'kivnds

'd

•,jrii r-'.ll

1 r>'!O 'I •,t KK

r-'I..L,b :Pt'. •

Bi/y one Nokia 3390
and get the second one
at no additional charge
with 8 2-year agreement-

NOiCiA
CONNECTING PE«aJB

3390

Downloadable &
programmable
ringtones
•
Changeable
color covers

PACIFICQBELL
WrelM*

is now a pert of Cii>gLilar Wireless.

1 00 irtn'r.ict'v,-

•--••il'l

1 50 bonus rninut es

1000 mobile to mobile minutet

> < c i n g uWIRELESS
lar'
Wh^ db"you haveTo say?'

t-saa-ciNGuwR

420 E Hospitality Lane, #A6
(909) 384-0222
945 E Hospitality Lane
(909) 478-9884
100 Inland Ctr., (909) 384-4200
500 S Inland Center Drive
space 5512, (909) 381-5858

Phone priceand offer
may vary by tocatron.

Serviceoffer available rone
existing customers

Limited time offer. Credit approval and activation of service on 1 - or 2-year contract
for eligible Cingular calling plans required. *Pronnotionai phone offer requires a twoyear agreement. Phone models subject to availability Offer cannot be combined
with any other special offers. $150 early termination fee and $36 activation fee
apply. Weeknight hours are 9PM to 6;59AM, and weekend hours are 12:01AM
Saturday to 11:59PM Sunday. Long distance charges apply unless you have also
chosen the long distance option. Nationwide Long Distance applies to calls
originating from our CA/NV/WA/ID network and terminating in the U.S. Airtime
charges apply. Wireless internet access applies to access charge only and does
not include per minute usage. Wireless Intemet requires a WAP-enabled handset.
Wireless Internet is only available in select Cingular Wireless service areas.
Wireless Intemet is not equivalent to landiine Intemet. Usage and overage charges
for Wireless Internet service are billed in one-minute increments from our voicecalling plan and charged as provided in your rate plan. Third Party content
providers may impose additional charges. Refer to Wireless Intemet brochure for
additional details. Anytime minutes are available on the Cingular CA/NV/WA/ID
network. Calls subject to taxes, long distance, roaming, universal service fee or
other charges. Package minutes and unlimited night and weekerid minutes apply
to calls made or received within CA/NV/WA/ID network. Airtime in excess of any
package minutes will tre charged at a per minute rate of $.15 to $.50. Digital phone
and Cingular Wireless long distance are required. Airtime and other measured
usage are rounded up to the next full minute at the end of each call for billing
purposes. Unused package minutes do not carry forward to the next billing period
andare forfeited. Mobile to Mobile offer applies to airtime for incoming or outgoing
voice calls to or from a Cingular PCS subscriber enrolled in the MTM plan toor from
another Cingular PCS subscriber. MTM subscriber must be within the
CA/NA/WA/iD network to take advantage of the MTM minutes. Excludes
applicable long distance charges, calls while roaming out of our CA/NV/WA/ID
network, calls to voice mail, 411, Wildfire (not available in all areas), and forward
calls. If the called party does not have unlimited MTM calling option, called parVs
package minutes will be reduced or called party will incur an airtime charge. MTM
offer may be terminated by Cingular after end of agreement term. Optional
features may be cancelled after initial term of the service contract. Other ^
conditions and restrictions apply See contract and store for details.©2001
Nokia Inc. Nokia, Connecting People and the 3300 series phones are
trademarks of Nokia Corporation and/or its affiliates. Cingular Wireless,
"What do you have to say?" and the graphic icon are Service Marks of
Cingular Wireless LLC.©2001 Cingular Wireless LLC. All rights reserved.
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By Shane Vanderfin

Copy Editor
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Here we are in the fourth
<o week
of this young 2001
football season, where
several teams have risen
from the ashes, while a few
others are sinking fasterthan
H the Titanic. So thanks to
DirecTV and NFL Sunday
Hdtet, I
able to spend
I
about 12 houre sitting on my
I
butt watching ball this past
Sunday. Here's what I saw:
In Miami,
Lamar
Smith's 144 yards and a
TD helped the Dolphins to
an important win over the
on-fire Patriots. The Zach
Thomas-led defense is still

P

,:z;
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one of the best in the league. But the
play of QB Jay "Feebl^' is still spotty.
His first pass of the game was an
interception, but Miami Coach Dave
Wannstadl turned to the runninggame
and LamarSmith, who led them to a
30-10 victoiy and an early first plat^
in the AFC East. Keep it up, Fish! ;
What the hell happened to
Minnesota? The Vikings are a
dismal 1-3 after losing to the
strong New Orleans Saints, 28-15.
TheVikes are self destructing
because they have no running
game or defense. 2nd year QB
Daunte Culpepper canT do it all.
Two seasons ago, they were the
team tobeat, now they're the team
everyone beats. For the Saints. RB
Ricky Williams had a great day,
rushing for 136 yards and a TD.''

The Cleveland Browns handed
San Diego their fii^t loss in what
, was one of the best games of the
weekend. Lead changes, big plays,
and a dramatic ending made for an
excellent gamewherethe Browns
came out on lop. Listen up, I bear
dawgs howlin' off in the distance.
The Arizona Cardinals upset the
Eagles at home in Philadelphia,
The Eagles led for most of the
game, but collapsed at the end,
giving up the long TD bomb and
losing the hcartbreaker, 21-20.
The Baltimore Ravens got their
third win over the hapless
Tennessee Titans, 26-^7,The Titans
are another team going downhill
fast at 0-3, and with Steve Mcnair
and Eddie George playing hurt,
their chances of seeing the

15
playoffs arc about slim to none,
::J!^Beaizhand«lAtlantaa
crushing, 31-3, with wide reed:
Marcus Robinsonhaving anothex^
day with 114 yds and aTD.
The mason's Wggesi unfunny
yet - tte Washington Redskins.
ask team owner Daniel Snyder,
die league's largest payroll and
record. All those sMs and only
touchdown this season,
humbling, ain't it Danny?
The Raids pillaged on. this
sacking and burning the
Cowgirls, 28-21. Looks like you
at the right lime, Troy... In the
of tlie Bays, Tampa edged out
Fa\TnsandiheChee.«5eheads, 14-10,i
a hard-hitting game. But the l^k
stin plenty tough,don't count 'em
yet I calls 'em.as I sees 'em;

CREDIT CARD QUIZ (CONT.)

sizeable credit card
bill you should
A.

pay the entire amount due

B.

make at least the minimum payment

C.

sell that "cumbersome" extra kidney

0200) Citicorp.Citi Nith Arc Desiqn is s reoistorpd service marli Of CiUccrp.

Has anyone noticed that this
season, Monday Night Football
has been horrible. The only
competitive game was the New
York Jets and San Francisco 49ers.
The final score in that game 1917. Sportscaster Dennis Miller is
annoying and has no idea what
he's talking about. He refers to
some of the plays and players to
Roman history or something the
average football fan doesn't
understand. Dennis focus on
football and one more thing,
you're not that funny buddy. ABC
says that Dennis Miller is
supposed to give the viewers
commentary from a fan's
perspective. All I have to say,
"ABC I didn't know fans were that
stupid."
Buffalo BUIs: Rob Johnson is
the most overrated quarterback in
the NFL. Bring back the little man
Doug Flutie. Not only did he have
heart, he wasn't injury prone and
just knew how to win.

18) When faced with a

For answers to questions like these and others about how credit cards really work,visit
www.credit-ed.citihank.com. Be smart. Get the facts you need to use your card wisely.

By Brian Short
Sports Editor

^|

wI

This just in: The Bengals aren't
that good. ESPN's Sterling Sharpe
said that Bengals head coach Dick
Lebeau should be given a lot of
the credit for Cinncinati's turn
around this season. You have to be
kidding me. Any team that has Jon
Kitna as their starting quarterback
is going to suffer. Better give the
ball to running back Corey Dillon
because he's their only hope to
make the playoffs. These are the
same ol' losing Bengals. Predicted
record: 6-10.
Forget about the TitansThey're bad.
Los Angeles Dodgers: Time to
break up that sorry team and gets
some guys who want to win. That
means get rid of Sheffield, who is
a one-dimensional player and stop
overpaying pitchers like Kevin
Brown, who only makes about 2025 starts a season and wins 10 or
11 of them.
Congrulations
to
Ricky
Henderson for breakingTy Cobb's
record for most runs ever and
getting 3,000 hits.
Thank You Tony Gywnn and
Cal Ripken Jr. for all thd memories
you have given to us as baseball
fans. Hopefully more players will
emulate these players because you
guys are everything that's right
about baseball and being class
individuals.
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Cross Country—Quick, and Smart too
By Darrell Jackson Jr.
Special to the Chronicle
Seven years after women's
cross country was reinstated as a
Division II sport at Cal State San
Bernardino, head coach Tom
Burleson has the Coyotes running
just like he envisioned.
When I came back to CSUSB
seven years ago, I set standards to
have a winning program and set a
tradition where the kids would be
proud to be part of a Coyote
tradition.
Burleson, who coached the
Coyotes from 1984-90 in Division
III before the University,
discontinued the sport in 1991. He
returned after six seasons as the
Chaffey College head men and
women's track coach, where he
was named Foothill Conference
Women's Track Coach of the Year,
in 1995.
'T had been at (CSUSB) a
long time and chose to come
back," Burleson said. "I like the
school and the philosophy of
excelling at both athletics and
academics that they stress here."
In the 2000-opening meet, the
Titan Invitational at California
State University, Fullerton, the
Coyotes finished third among the
Division n schools competing. At
the following meet, the Redlands
Invitational at the University of
Redlands, the Coyotes improved

By John D. Halcon
Staff Writer

Kim Ford collected a matchhigh 20 kills, and senior Amy Pope
garnered 32 assists as the surging
Cal State San Bernardino
volleyball team defeated San
Francisco State, 30-15,30-21,3022 during the California Collegiate
Alhtletic Association (CCAA)
match at'Coussoulis Arena on
October 6.
Despite playing without
sophomore, All-American Kim
Morohunfola, who is still
recovering from a sprained left
knee, the Coyotes received a
dominating performance from the
5-foot-lO Ford who provided
several clutch and critical plays
that her team needed to trounce
past the Gators.

running well and we are looking
forward to the (California
Collegiate Athletic Association)
Championships. We have been in
all our matches with the top CCAA
teams, only losing by a few points,
so I think they will run their best
and
compete
at
the
championships."
Burleson says while he is
proud of his team's running
accomplishments, he is most
impressed with the hard work the
team has done to build a strong and
proud tradition of athletics and
academics.
The Coyote cross-country
team was named one of 63 teams
Here is some of the terrain that the Coyote Cross Country team gets to enjoy.
in the National Collegiate Athletic
Association (NCAA) Division II
and
she
has
been
even
better."
invitational in Riverside, and fifth
finishing second.
with Academic All-American
Pederson,
a
junior
from
The Coyotes placed three at the Stanford Invitational. At all
honors in 2000. It was the second
Serrano
High
School
in
Phelan,
runners in the top ten of the meets the team competes with
consecutive year the Coyotes had
ranked
24th
in
the
Western
United
over
30
schools,
including
many
Redlands Invitational led by
achieved
this honor. The NCAA
States
last
season
and
Burleson
JuniQr Katherine Pederson who Divisions I programs.
feels
she
will
only
get
better.
Knight,
a
sophomore
from
finished fourth, completing the
"From now until next season, team grade point average is a
course in 18:28. Sophomore Opononi, New Zealand, has been
cumulative 3.1 or higher during
Hannah Knight finished seventh at the most impressive of the she will be one of the leaders of
each athletic season.
^
18:47 and Senior Gina Villanueva Coyotes early this season. Last this team. We have a young
"To
be
named
a
NCAA
season, she would have been nucleus and Kattie has shown the
finished ninth at 19:54.
Academic All-American team two
Our expectation for the girls recognized as an Ail-American, leadership skills I thought she
years in a row is what this team
is to be the best they can and they except for the NCAA rules that would."
should
bemost proud of,"Burioooii '
As the Coyotes prepare for
have exceeded everything we make freshman ineligible.
said.
"The
girls work hard at their
"Knight has been dominate the CCAA Championships at UC
expected, Burleson said. Our
running
and
in the class rooms, and .,
(coaching) staff has really worked considering she had never' San Diego, on October 20,
they
are
helping
us build a program
with the girls and the girls have competed before last season," Burleson feels his team has room
that
everyone
can
be proud of."
improvement
but
also
knows
Burleson said. "She got into my for
really responded.
Everyone
who
is a competiuve
their
goals
remain
the
same
from
Since then, the Coyotes has jogging class last year and I talked
runner
should
come
out and see that
the
beginning
of
the
season.
continued their strong run, her into coming out for cross
cross-country
and
track
are alive in
"Our
goal
is
to
always
win,"
finishing fourth among Division II country. I was hoping she would
San
Bernardino.
Burleson
said.
"The
girls
are
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The Coyotes (10-1, 18-1
overall) remained undefeated at
home with an unblemished 6-0
mark while pushing its winning
streak to five games.
In addition, the victory also
set a new school record for the best
start of a season since beginning
the Coyotes began its program in
1984. The 18 wins overshadowed
the 1998 season in which the
Coyotes posted a 17-1 and 24-5
overall mark.
However, the records and
stats established was nearly cause
for celebration, as the team
remained poised for a higher level
of success.
"That is not a goal for us,"
said head Coach Kim Cherniss
referring to her team's 18 wins.
"It's our best start, but we have
other goals in mind that are much
more important than stats."
According to Cherniss,
clinching the conference title will

Cal State Bakersfield on
September 22?
After the American Volleyball
Coaches Association of the Pacific
Region released its poll which
ranked the Coyotes at No.2 behind
Bakersfield (10-3), whose only
loss was to unranked Sonoma
State, it proved a critical point that
head-to-head match-ups are very
important in regional rankings.
However, according to the
national poll, the Coyotes are
ranked at third while Bakersfield
is slotted at the number 16 spot.
Yet both teams will collide for
the second time on October 26
when Bakersfield travels to
Coussoulis Arena where the
winner should have the upper
voting in the Regional Poll.
Rounding the top six spots in
six kills.
the
Pacific
Region Poll are No. 3
CSUSB remains No.2 in
Western
Michigan
(14-3), UC San
Regional Poll
Diego
(12-4),
Seattle
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4)
and
Hawaii
Pacific
(14-1).
State S^ Bernardino's 3-1 loss to

Davis. All home games will begin
at 7 p.m.
Coyotes down Sonoma
State 30-17,30-19,30-17
Heading into their matchup
against Cal State San Bernardino,
Sonoma State was the only team
champs."
Defensively, the Coyotes to have beaten Cal State
were all over the ball as Bridget Bakersfield, the only team to have
beaten the Coyotes.
Harris led the team with 12 digs
However, with the duo of
followed by Ford who added 10.
Kim
Ford and Kristen Soliz, the
Cindy McGraa and Erika Willaims
Coyotes
made quick work of
also collected 8 digs each for the
Sonoma
during
its October 5
Coyotes.
contest.
San Francisco State, who
Ford paced the Coyotes with
remained winless for the season
20
kills,
as Soliz followed with 13
dropping to 0-11 and 0-20 overall,
in
contest
which featured 80 kills
received solid performances from
for
both
teams.
Christine Matteucci (19 assists, 7
Katie Dolge led Sonoma with
digs) and Tessa Hedstrom (7 kills,
9
kills
while Sandy Tuttle added
7 digs).

be more important than the records
and stats.
"This is a good start for us,"
added Cherniss whose team
finished with 55 kills. "But our
goal is to be the conference

San Bernardino will be
traveling to Cal State Los Angeles
this Wednesday the 17th before
starting its final five-game homestand this Friday against UC

